
 
 
It is alarming to see lights that may be mistakenly identified as a UFO floating around the lake late at 
night, but it is actually the watercraft used by bow fishermen/women to harvest Carp; an undesirable 
fish the DNR categorizes as a Rough Fish. 
 
The boats used for night fishing are equipped with generators to power the extremely bright lights used 
to see into the water and provide safe navigation at night. 
 
Bow fishing has a season, requires a license, and has restrictions on noise produced by generator and 
distance they must keep away from shore if houses are present.  They cannot intentionally shine lights 
into homes.. Wave action may cause the boat to illuminate shore land structures unintentionally as it 
rocks on waves. 
 
Lakes are public and used by the public day and night.  Below is an article from the Star Tribune in in 
2009 that describes Bow fishing with the new regulations, etc. 
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    As of July 1
st
 the new law regarding bow fishing in Minnesota is well under way!  We now are able to do so day 

or night statewide on all legal bodies of waters from May 1
st
 until the last Sunday in February.  Along with the new 

law is a lower decibel rating for generators (65 db @ 50 feet) and setbacks for occupied structures at 150 feet and 

campsites at 300 feet while night bow fishing.  

  

    For those of you who have not experienced bow fishing under the lights you are missing out on an evening of 

fun.  Fish like the common carp come into the shallows at night to feed making it easier to locate fish to harvest.  

After the sun goes down the fish are more relaxed and they are not nearly as spooky like they are during the daylight 

hours.  This provides bow fishermen/women better shooting opportunities with most of your shots within 5 

yards.  Another advantage to night shooting is reducing the effects of the weather elements.  No longer will you 

have to fight cloudy days and even windy nights are not as bad to deal with as during the day.  You are surely to 

increase your harvest when compared to day shooting.  

  

    With anything new comes concern.  You may experience lake residents questioning what you are doing.  Please 

be courteous and take a moment to let them know what the lights are all about if they approach you.  Also 

understand if a conservation officer checks you to assure laws are being followed or they are following up on a 

complaint, they are simply doing their job!  One way you can help our CO's is to leave them a message about which 

lake you will be fishing and your contact information.  This way if they receive a call on the lake you're fishing they 

know you are out bow fishing.  As time goes on more folks will become informed and we will certainly see a 

reduction of calls for service.  

  

    I hope many of you take advantage of this new chapter for Minnesota bow fishing.  Choose undeveloped 

shorelines, respect property owners, and have a game plan for fish disposal before heading out on the water.  But 

most importantly get out there and enjoy what we all love about Minnesota… The outdoors!  

Brian Petschl is an avid bow fisherman from Champlin. When he's not on his favorite lakes in west-central 

Minnesota, he's the vice-president for the Minnesota Outdoor Heritage Alliance, legislative director for the Land of 

Lakes Bow fishing Association and a board member of Anglers for Habitat.  

With the recent rains, the water clarity has diminished and so have opportunities for the bow 
fishermen/women who target Carp at night.  This activity will soon diminish. 



 

 
 
 


